Sheffield Trauma Course

Wednesday 16th October 2019

Postgraduate Medical Education Centre, Northern General Hospital,
Herries Road Sheffield, S5 7AT

A one day Deanery approved course for Anaesthetic trainees, covering the key points of modern trauma care in a Major Trauma Centre.

The course will cover all the required learning objectives for those at intermediate level, and as such is primarily aimed at ST3 & ST4 Anaesthetists working in the Yorkshire & Humber Deanery.

Places are strictly limited; please contact Dr Ben Edwards: ben.edwards@sth.nhs.uk to register for a place or for further information.

Course fee £50
(can be claimed back from the Deanery via study leave)

Course Organisers: Dr Ben Edwards, Dr Mark Prince, Dr Steve Rowe

Faculty: local trauma experts, from a range of backgrounds (Anaesthesia, ED, Interventional Radiology, Critical Care, Major Trauma & Pre-Hospital Medicine)

Dr Ben Cooper, Dr Ben Edwards, Dr Tim Moll, Dr Chris Press, Dr Stuart Reid, Dr Mark Regi, Dr Steve Rowe, Dr Neil Sambridge, Dr Nicola Simpson, Dr Rachel Wadsworth, Dr Lauren Weekes.